We review the most important achievements published in the last five years in the field of silicon-based optical biosensors. We focus specially on label-free optical biosensors and their implementation into lab-on-a-chip platforms, with an emphasis on developments demonstrating the capability of the devices for real bioanalytical applications. We report on novel transducers and materials, improvements of existing transducers, new and improved biofunctionalization procedures as well as the prospects for near future commercialization of these technologies.
Introduction
The need to monitor and detect biological elements, related to human and environment health, in a fast and reliable way, is one of the challenges faced by humanity at the dawn of the 21st century. Tests done nowadays in laboratories (such as ELISA, PCRs, cell cultures, etc.) are slow (requiring from several hours to days) and expensive. This can be either due to the pace of biology when using cell cultures or due to the use of fluorescent labels that make the detection process more complicated, including laborious sample preparations, the use of bulky equipment, slow data processing and the need of skilled personal. An ideal detection method should be simple, fast and direct (without labelling), with high sensitivity and selectivity, allowing multiple simultaneous detections at low cost by non-skilled personnel [1] .
By definition, a biosensor is a device able to detect a specific analyte by converting the recognition by a biological receptor into an electrical signal that can be further processed and related to the concentration of the analyte [2] . Biosensors incorporate a biological element for sensing (DNA, RNA, antibody, enzyme, etc.), a physicochemical transduction element and a readout system for signal post-processing. Depending on the transduction principle biosensors are classified into electrochemical, mechanical, acoustic, calorimetric, optical, etc. Among these, optical biosensors offer the advantages of very high sensitivity, direct, real-time and label-free operation in addition to multiplexed capabilities [3, 4] .
Integrated optics (IO) is a technology born as part of photonics with the aim of building light wave circuits to make complex optical operations. IO is taking advantage of the silicon microelectronic industry via very standardized and well-known fabrication processes. By using IO it is possible to lower the production costs while adding mechanical stability and high levels of integration. In this sense, IO-based biosensor devices have a great potential for building devices capable of parallel operation making real-time-multiplexed recognition feasible [5, 6] . Novel materials or fabrication process, using for example transparent glass substrates processed by femtosecond laser, could be a competitive alternative in a near future to improve integration and miniaturization of IO devices, but silicon is still the workhorse of the IO photonic research and industry. Devices can be cheaply built through mass production with industrial silicon technologies and they could become the core of portable laboratories. Such portable laboratories would have to deal with all the assay steps, normally carried out in a standard analytical chemistry laboratory, through the integration of all the functions in a single chip. These devices are called Lab-on-a-Chip (LOC) platforms [7] . They must be capable of delivering a readable signal easy to be interpreted by non-skilled personnel. They might include fluid handling, sample preparation (filtration, homogenization and dilution), analyte detection, transducer readout and signal processing [8] .
The majority of optical label-free biosensors are based on the evanescent field detection principle: in a waveguide due to total internal reflection at the interfaces, light propagates through the core producing an evanescent wave at the substrate and cladding boundaries [9] (see Figure 1) . If a sensing window is etched in the cladding, opening an access to the core surface, the behaviour of the guided light in the core is directly related to any perturbation taking place in the evanescent area over the surface.
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In this review we try to summarize the publications over the last five years within the domain of IO label-free silicon biosensors. As previously mentioned, silicon is becoming the most employed material in IO, incorporating a whole family of related materials such as silicon nitride, polysilicon, and silicon dioxide. Furthermore, silicon combines well with different kinds of polymers [10, 11] and emerging new nanomaterials such as graphene [12] . But many challenges still remain in the full system integration, industrialization and commercialization of complete LOC systems [13] . 
Optical Biosensors

Interferometric Biosensors
In an IO interferometric device, the incoming light beam from the source is divided in two beams that travel through different optical paths. For biosensor applications, one of the branches is used as a reference arm and the other as a sensing arm. The evanescent field of the propagated mode in the sensing arm interacts with the sample. The change introduced in the interference pattern, generated by the recombination of the propagated modes of each path, is proportional to any refractive index variation taking place in the evanescent field of the sensing arm. There are many different structures for interferometric devices [14] , but we report here the most common configurations.
In a standard integrated Mach-Zehnder Intereformeter (MZI), a laser beam is coupled in a single mode waveguide, normally operating in visible wavelengths. By using two integrated Y-junctions, the light is divided in the two arms described above and after certain distance both signals are recombined as Figure 2 shows. The output signal, with intensity, I, depends on the phase difference, Δ(t), between the propagated beams for each branch, through the equations: In this review we try to summarize the publications over the last five years within the domain of IO label-free silicon biosensors. As previously mentioned, silicon is becoming the most employed material in IO, incorporating a whole family of related materials such as silicon nitride, polysilicon, and silicon dioxide. Furthermore, silicon combines well with different kinds of polymers [10, 11] and emerging new nanomaterials such as graphene [12] . But many challenges still remain in the full system integration, industrialization and commercialization of complete LOC systems [13] .
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In a standard integrated Mach-Zehnder Intereformeter (MZI), a laser beam is coupled in a single mode waveguide, normally operating in visible wavelengths. By using two integrated Y-junctions, the light is divided in the two arms described above and after certain distance both signals are recombined as Figure 2 shows. The output signal, with intensity, I, depends on the phase difference, ∆φ(t), between the propagated beams for each branch, through the equations:
where L is the length of the sensing arm, λ the wavelength of the light, and n s e f f and n r e f f are the effective refractive indices of the guided modes in the sensing and reference arms, respectively.
The first integrated MZIs for biosensor applications based on silicon technology were reported in the 90s [15] [16] [17] . In order to improve the integration and sensitivity of these devices, new configurations were developed in the early 21st century [18] [19] [20] showing a sensitivity up to 1ˆ10´7 RIU [21] . Silicon nitride (Si 3 N 4 ) was employed as a core waveguide layer on the first integrated MZIs. Other structures based on silicon technology, like silicon wires, have also been developed over the years [22, 23] . Other configurations, based on polymer [24] or glass [25] , have also been successfully implemented, but the limit of detection (LOD), in the range of 10´4 RIU, generally remain worse compared to silicon-based MZIs. where L is the length of the sensing arm, λ the wavelength of the light, and and are the effective refractive indices of the guided modes in the sensing and reference arms, respectively.
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The first integrated MZIs for biosensor applications based on silicon technology were reported in the 90s [15] [16] [17] . In order to improve the integration and sensitivity of these devices, new configurations were developed in the early 21st century [18] [19] [20] showing a sensitivity up to 1 × 10 −7 RIU [21] . Silicon nitride (Si3N4) was employed as a core waveguide layer on the first integrated MZIs. Other structures based on silicon technology, like silicon wires, have also been developed over the years [22, 23] . Other configurations, based on polymer [24] or glass [25] , have also been successfully implemented, but the limit of detection (LOD), in the range of 10 −4 RIU, generally remain worse compared to silicon-based MZIs. The trend over last few years has been to improve sensitivity, integration or cost-efficiency. In order to improve cost-efficiency of the fabrication process using Si-technology, alternatives to Si3N4 as a core layer have been developed such as SiOxNy, deposited using plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) [26, 27] . Regarding integration, due to the low-cost of the light sources, photodetectors, and other optical components for visible wavelengths, make it easier to implement a portable LOC device. In addition, most of the biomolecules are non-absorbent in the visible spectra, avoiding any damage or light absorption. A key issue in the assembly of a truly portable LOC is light incoupling. Normally, this is solved by using grating couplers. For example, a LOC MZI biosensor using grating couplers and a low-cost diode as a source for multiplexed analysis has been proposed reaching a bulk sensitivity of 1.6 × 10 −7 RIU [28] , comparable with the most sensitive MZIs [2] . Using slot waveguides [29] for the MZI structure, integration and sensitivity can be improved. A MZI device with a 7 mm long slot waveguide (see Figure 3 ) as a sensing arm has achieved a sensitivity of 1864 π/RIU, and a detection limit of 5.4 × 10 −6 RIU [30] . In order to integrate this configuration in a LOC device, a multiplexed system has been proposed for detection of microRNAs in human urine, achieving a LOD of 1 nM [31] . One of the main drawbacks of MZI biosensors is the complex interferometric nature of the output signal (see Figure 4a ). As Equation (1) shows, the sinusoidal dependence of the intensity Figure 3 . MZI with a slot waveguide as sensing arm, which is redrawn based on [30] . One of the main drawbacks of MZI biosensors is the complex interferometric nature of the output signal (see Figure 4a ). As Equation (1) shows, the sinusoidal dependence of the intensity introduces ambiguities for a clear evaluation of the sensor response. A modulation system can help to translate the standard interferometric signal into an unambiguous linear phase evaluation, as Figure 4b shows. Magneto-optical [32] , electro-optical [33] , thermo-optical [34] or liquid crystal [35] modulation approaches have been proposed, but all these schemes rely on complex fabrication processes and bulk electronic equipment. More recently, to improve the integration and cost of the device, a new all-optical wavelength modulation system has been proposed. In this scheme the emission wavelength of a low-cost commercial laser diode was modulated˘2 nm by controlling its output power. After a Fast Fourier Transform deconvolution, the linear response of the biosensor is obtained. The all-optical modulated MZI biosensor was demonstrated through the linear sensing of the immunoreaction of the pair hGH/anti-hGH [36] . introduces ambiguities for a clear evaluation of the sensor response. A modulation system can help to translate the standard interferometric signal into an unambiguous linear phase evaluation, as Figure 4b shows. Magneto-optical [32] , electro-optical [33] , thermo-optical [34] or liquid crystal [35] modulation approaches have been proposed, but all these schemes rely on complex fabrication processes and bulk electronic equipment. More recently, to improve the integration and cost of the device, a new all-optical wavelength modulation system has been proposed. In this scheme the emission wavelength of a low-cost commercial laser diode was modulated ±2 nm by controlling its output power. After a Fast Fourier Transform deconvolution, the linear response of the biosensor is obtained. The all-optical modulated MZI biosensor was demonstrated through the linear sensing of the immunoreaction of the pair hGH/anti-hGH [36] . Other novel coherent detection scheme proposed to unambiguously extract the phase signal from a MZI modified with a three waveguides output coupler, uses a 2 × 3 multimode interferometer (MMI), and a processing of the output power with coherent receiver techniques. The complete amplitude and phase responses of the sensor can be recovered, avoiding the regions with zero sensitivity and without requiring any wavelength tuning laser. Until now, this coherent MZI sensor has not been applied as a biosensor [37] .
Another alternative is to employ white-light to solve the limitations of single-wavelength sensors [38] . The use of multiple wavelengths can avoid the ambiguity and signal fading since each wavelength is affected in a different way by a refractive index variation. In an advanced configuration, Discrete Fourier Transform deconvolution was applied to direct and unambiguously retrieve the phase information from the sinusoidal transmission curves for each polarization [39] . This modulation has been implemented in an all-silicon monolithic MZI biosensor [40] .
The Young Interferometer (YI) has a configuration similar to a MZI, but in YI the reference and sensing arms are not recombined using a Y-junction. In this case, both arms are out-coupled individually and the interference pattern is generated off-chip, which can be projected on a screen or CCD camera. The phase difference, Δ(t), between the two interfering beams is given by:
where d is the distance between the two arms, x the position of the interference pattern on the screen, f the distance between the sensor output and the camera and and are the effective refractive indices of the guided modes in the sensing and reference arms, respectively. Other novel coherent detection scheme proposed to unambiguously extract the phase signal from a MZI modified with a three waveguides output coupler, uses a 2ˆ3 multimode interferometer (MMI), and a processing of the output power with coherent receiver techniques. The complete amplitude and phase responses of the sensor can be recovered, avoiding the regions with zero sensitivity and without requiring any wavelength tuning laser. Until now, this coherent MZI sensor has not been applied as a biosensor [37] .
The Young Interferometer (YI) has a configuration similar to a MZI, but in YI the reference and sensing arms are not recombined using a Y-junction. In this case, both arms are out-coupled individually and the interference pattern is generated off-chip, which can be projected on a screen or CCD camera. The phase difference, ∆φ(t), between the two interfering beams is given by:
where d is the distance between the two arms, x the position of the interference pattern on the screen, f the distance between the sensor output and the camera and n s e f f and n r e f f are the effective refractive indices of the guided modes in the sensing and reference arms, respectively.
Many advances have been achieved since the first integrated YI was proposed in 1994 [41] . The first application of this structure as a biosensor, using Si-technology, was reported in 2000 [42] , with a detection limit of 9ˆ10´8 RIU. Using this device, analytes in human plasma were evaluated [43] . A multi-analytical YI sensor of four branches (one of them as reference) was proposed in [44] showing the detection of herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1), estimating that the detection limit can approach even the level of a single HSV-1 particle binding [45] . Recent advances have shown, theoretically, the possibility of applying the YI for analyte size-selective detection by launching multiple wavelengths, which allow discriminating between refractive index changes from different locations [46] .
Other YI configurations, designed with two slab waveguides, have been developed [47] . This structure employs Ta 2 O 5 as waveguide core, and is the most sensitive biosensor reported until now, with 9ˆ10´9 RIU and 0.013 pg/mm 2 for bulk and surface sensitivity, respectively [48] . Another version of YI is the Dual Polarization Interferometry (DPI) sensor [49] , which is composed by five layers, forming two slab waveguides. One slab waveguide is used as reference and the other senses the changes occurring on its surface. DPI uses TM and TE polarization, allowing determination of the thickness and the refractive index of a film adsorbed on the sensor surface, by simultaneously measuring both polarizations. DPI is scarcely improved nowadays.
Recently, polymer-based YI have also been developed in order to improve the cost-efficiency and mass production [50, 51] , but the instability of the polymers, especially when they are in contact with a buffer solution, produces changes in the refractive index of the polymer due to water absorption, preventing their use for biosensing. Due to the continuous progress in polymer material research, advances in polymer-based IO biosensor are expected to appear in the near future.
In the last few years, a new device based on a common path waveguide interferometer has been described, the so-called BiModal Waveguide (BiMW) Interferometer. In this structure, the light is coupled in a straight Si 3 N 4 single mode rib waveguide and after a certain distance, using a step-junction, two transversal modes with the same polarization are excited. A sensing window is open over the bimodal section. The interference between both guided modes is collected by a two-sectional photodetector at the end of the device. The sensitivity level of the BiMW is comparable to other integrated interferometers with LODs of 2.5ˆ10´7 RIU in bulk [52] . A LOC with BiMW has been proposed, integrating grating couplers and a SU-8 microfluidic [53] (see Figure 5a) . To solve the ambiguity problem in BiMW, the same all-optical phase modulation method described above was implemented [54] . Many advances have been achieved since the first integrated YI was proposed in 1994 [41] . The first application of this structure as a biosensor, using Si-technology, was reported in 2000 [42] , with a detection limit of 9 × 10 −8 RIU. Using this device, analytes in human plasma were evaluated [43] . A multi-analytical YI sensor of four branches (one of them as reference) was proposed in [44] showing the detection of herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1), estimating that the detection limit can approach even the level of a single HSV-1 particle binding [45] . Recent advances have shown, theoretically, the possibility of applying the YI for analyte size-selective detection by launching multiple wavelengths, which allow discriminating between refractive index changes from different locations [46] .
Other YI configurations, designed with two slab waveguides, have been developed [47] . This structure employs Ta2O5 as waveguide core, and is the most sensitive biosensor reported until now, with 9 × 10 −9 RIU and 0.013 pg/mm 2 for bulk and surface sensitivity, respectively [48] . Another version of YI is the Dual Polarization Interferometry (DPI) sensor [49] , which is composed by five layers, forming two slab waveguides. One slab waveguide is used as reference and the other senses the changes occurring on its surface. DPI uses TM and TE polarization, allowing determination of the thickness and the refractive index of a film adsorbed on the sensor surface, by simultaneously measuring both polarizations. DPI is scarcely improved nowadays.
In the last few years, a new device based on a common path waveguide interferometer has been described, the so-called BiModal Waveguide (BiMW) Interferometer. In this structure, the light is coupled in a straight Si3N4 single mode rib waveguide and after a certain distance, using a step-junction, two transversal modes with the same polarization are excited. A sensing window is open over the bimodal section. The interference between both guided modes is collected by a two-sectional photodetector at the end of the device. The sensitivity level of the BiMW is comparable to other integrated interferometers with LODs of 2.5 × 10 −7 RIU in bulk [52] . A LOC with BiMW has been proposed, integrating grating couplers and a SU-8 microfluidic [53] (see Figure 5a) . To solve the ambiguity problem in BiMW, the same all-optical phase modulation method described above was implemented [54] . In order to obtain a low-cost device for common path waveguide interferometers, a trimodal polymer-based biosensor has been recently proposed [55] (see Figure 5b) . Because the penetration depth of the evanescent field of the second order mode is greater than the first order mode, the sensitivity of this structure can be comparable to a bimodal waveguide interferometer of similar characteristics.
Another interferometric sensor recently described is a single-channel MZI which employs two-lateral-modes fabricated in a silicon-on-insulator platform. A bulk and surface sensitivity of 461.6 π/RIU and 1.135 π/ng¨mm´2, respectively, have been reported. The biosensor capability was verified by evaluating biotin-streptavidin interactions [56] .
Ring Resonators-Based Biosensors
Ring resonator biosensors have shown great potential, because they afford highly compact devices. In this structure, the light propagates through a straight waveguide and it is coupled into a ring waveguide where the light propagates in the form of whispering gallery modes, generating a resonance at a selected frequency (see Figure 6a) . The wave will keep resonating inside the circular ring until adsorption and dissipation phenomena end up diminishing the energy resonating. The Q factor is a dimensionless indication of the efficiency of the resonator by relating the stored energy to the dissipated energy. A good resonator could reach Q factors as high as 10 4 , but in photonics, Q factors as high as 10 10 have been reported. The effective length, L e f f , of the device is directly related to the quality factor, Q, of the ring resonator as follows:
where n is the resonator refractive index and the resonance wavelength, λ, is given by:
where r is the ring radius, n e f f is the waveguide effective refractive index and m an integer number. When a ring resonator is used as a biosensor, the surface of the ring must be uncovered, allowing the evanescent wave interaction between the waveguide and the external environment, detecting any refractive index variation at the surface. Many interesting publications have dealt with ring resonators made out of several materials such as: Si 3 N 4 [57] , polymer [58] , Hydex [59] , Si [60, 61] , achieving sensitivities in general in the range of 10´6 RIU [62] . One of the main advantages of ring resonator devices is the possibility of miniaturization as compared with other optical biosensors. Therefore, many advances in the integration of these structures have been presented, such as multiplexed sensing [63] or enhancements in microfluidic, in-coupling and readout [64] [65] [66] [67] . Ring resonators arrays functionalized with clinically relevant biomarkers [63] have also been used to develop LOC devices [68] .
In order to improve the LOD of these devices, different configurations of the ring resonator have been published, such as two cascade ring resonators based on the Vernier-effect (see Figure 6b) . The first experimental results with this configuration in SOI were published in 2010, achieving a sensitivity of 2169 nm/RIU and a LOD of 8.3ˆ10´6 RIU [69] . In addition, a double-ring resonators in cascaded able to simultaneous detect multiple species, and increasing the sensitivity until 24,300 nm/RIU, were proposed [70] . Integrating a microfluidic channels, this configuration was used as biosensor by covalently immobilizing streptavidin and measuring the binding capacity of biotylinated-hIgG, exhibiting a detection limit down to 7.1 µg/mL [71] .
However, a main drawback of RR devices is the need to employ a tunable laser to excite the cavity resonance. A recently proposed solution is the use of a coupled-resonator optical-waveguide (CROW) (see Figure 6c) in SOI, which only requires a fixed wavelength to excite the CROW [72] . For that, the intensity of the light-scattering of each ring was captured, and an intensity pattern was generated which depends on the refractive index change upon the CROW. Until now, no biosensor application has been published.
An alternative to the resonant ring sensor is the resonant disk [73, 74] (see Figure 6d ). This device operates by monitoring the change in the transfer characteristics of the resonator disc when the analytes are deposited on the active area. Comparing with ring resonators, they afford higher sensitivities because the light-wave interacts many times with each analyte due to the resonance recirculation of light within the structure of the micro-disc. A biosensor capable of multiplexed interrogation of biological samples using micro-disk resonators has been evaluated for streptavidin detection by using a sandwich immunoassay and a biotin-conjugated BSA for signal amplification [75] . An alternative to the resonant ring sensor is the resonant disk [73, 74] (see Figure 6d ). This device operates by monitoring the change in the transfer characteristics of the resonator disc when the analytes are deposited on the active area. Comparing with ring resonators, they afford higher sensitivities because the light-wave interacts many times with each analyte due to the resonance recirculation of light within the structure of the micro-disc. A biosensor capable of multiplexed interrogation of biological samples using micro-disk resonators has been evaluated for streptavidin detection by using a sandwich immunoassay and a biotin-conjugated BSA for signal amplification [75] . 
Photonic Crystals-Based Biosensors
A photonic crystal (PC) is composed by periodic nanostructures with different refractive index materials, which affect the propagation of electromagnetic waves. These periodic structures generate a range of wavelengths, which are not propagated in the PC waveguide, called photonic bandgap (see Figure 7a) . If a defect is introduced in the structure, the photonic bandgap will be modified as Figure 7b shows, and a peak centred on the frequency f0 and bandwidth Δf, can be observed in the transmission or reflection spectrum of the PC waveguide. One of the most important characteristics of a PC is the Quality factor (Q-factor), which is defined as:
PC can be exploited for sensing [76] taking into account the Q-factor, the periodicity of the structure and the change of the refractive index between the dielectric materials.
In the early 21th century, the first PC biosensors were developed, using a polymer grating coated with a high refractive index layer (TIO2) [77] [78] [79] . In this case, white light impacted on the PC sensor and the reflected light was collected. Biomolecular interactions produced on the sensor surface generate a shift in the collected light. Some advances with this kind of PC biosensors have 
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PC can be exploited for sensing [76] taking into account the Q-factor, the periodicity of the structure and the change of the refractive index between the dielectric materials. In order to improve the sensitivity of PC biosensors, the dimensions and distribution of the defects were investigated, such as three missing holes (L3), tuned radius of a single hole (H1-r) or width modulated cavity (WMC), obtaining a LOD 500 pg/mm 2 [86, 87] . Another alternative to increase the LOD, without degrading the Q-factor, is to introduce multiple hole defects (MHDs), which increase the surface area available for label-free detection by directly placing holes with diameter much smaller than the lattice constant as Figure 8a shows [88] .
Advances in the detection of a biomarker from lung cancer cell lysates in complex mixtures using multiplexed SOI-based PC biosensor was demonstrated, achieving a sensitivity down to 2 cells/μL [89] . More recently, and in order to improve the integration of a multiplexed device, an additional PC waveguide filter was connected in series with each PC microcavity sensor. Thus, a transmission bandpass was created, which contained the resonances of the PC for sensing purpose and allowed use of a single input and a single output port (see Figure 8b ) [90] . In the early 21th century, the first PC biosensors were developed, using a polymer grating coated with a high refractive index layer (TIO 2 ) [77] [78] [79] . In this case, white light impacted on the PC sensor and the reflected light was collected. Biomolecular interactions produced on the sensor surface generate a shift in the collected light. Some advances with this kind of PC biosensors have been published [80] [81] [82] [83] . Different materials and layouts have been used as core. For example, SOI-based 2D PC nanocavity biosensors were developed, showing a minimum mass coverage of only 2.5 fg [84] . To allow a multiplexed evaluation, an array of three nanocavities (with different characteristics) coupled to a PC waveguide was developed, but due to the low Q-factor of the cavities (around 400), a non-competitive LOD in bulk of about 10´2 RIU and a surface sensitivity of 1 ng/mm 2 for the detection of IgG was obtained [85] .
In order to improve the sensitivity of PC biosensors, the dimensions and distribution of the defects were investigated, such as three missing holes (L3), tuned radius of a single hole (H1-r) or width modulated cavity (WMC), obtaining a LOD 500 pg/mm 2 [86, 87] . Another alternative to increase the LOD, without degrading the Q-factor, is to introduce multiple hole defects (MHDs), which increase the surface area available for label-free detection by directly placing holes with diameter much smaller than the lattice constant as Figure 8a shows [88] . been published [80] [81] [82] [83] . Different materials and layouts have been used as core. For example, SOI-based 2D PC nanocavity biosensors were developed, showing a minimum mass coverage of only 2.5 fg [84] . To allow a multiplexed evaluation, an array of three nanocavities (with different characteristics) coupled to a PC waveguide was developed, but due to the low Q-factor of the cavities (around 400), a non-competitive LOD in bulk of about 10 −2 RIU and a surface sensitivity of 1 ng/mm 2 for the detection of IgG was obtained [85] . In order to improve the sensitivity of PC biosensors, the dimensions and distribution of the defects were investigated, such as three missing holes (L3), tuned radius of a single hole (H1-r) or width modulated cavity (WMC), obtaining a LOD 500 pg/mm 2 [86, 87] . Another alternative to increase the LOD, without degrading the Q-factor, is to introduce multiple hole defects (MHDs), which increase the surface area available for label-free detection by directly placing holes with diameter much smaller than the lattice constant as Figure 8a shows [88] .
Advances in the detection of a biomarker from lung cancer cell lysates in complex mixtures using multiplexed SOI-based PC biosensor was demonstrated, achieving a sensitivity down to 2 cells/μL [89] . More recently, and in order to improve the integration of a multiplexed device, an additional PC waveguide filter was connected in series with each PC microcavity sensor. Thus, a transmission bandpass was created, which contained the resonances of the PC for sensing purpose and allowed use of a single input and a single output port (see Figure 8b) [90] . Advances in the detection of a biomarker from lung cancer cell lysates in complex mixtures using multiplexed SOI-based PC biosensor was demonstrated, achieving a sensitivity down to 2 cells/µL [89] . More recently, and in order to improve the integration of a multiplexed device, an additional PC waveguide filter was connected in series with each PC microcavity sensor. Thus, a transmission bandpass was created, which contained the resonances of the PC for sensing purpose and allowed use of a single input and a single output port (see Figure 8b) [90] .
One-dimensional photonic crystals (1 DPC), using a periodic multilayer structure of SiO 2 -Ta 2 O 5 were developed as biosensor. Using this structure, the covalent binding of a protein on COOH-rich polymeric film was evaluated, through the emissive behaviour of the photonic structure when the polymeric layer is impregnated with Cy3 dye [91] . Furthermore, 1 DPC has been used to measure biotin molecules binding to a streptavidin monolayer as well as the association and dissociation kinetics of immunoglobulin G proteins [92] .
Slot waveguides have also been combined in PC [93] , resulting in more sensitive devices than conventional PC sensors, reaching Q-factors of up to 50,000, a sensitivity of 1500 nm/RIU and a LOD of 7ˆ10´6 RIU [94] . Table 1 summarizes the configurations and results obtained so far in the field of silicon-based optical biosensors, described in the previous sections. Table 1 includes a comparison of the waveguide material and structure of the different sensors and the limit of detection, both in bulk (minimum change of refractive index unit) and in surface sensitivity (minimum detectable amount of material per mm 2 ). 
Optical Biosensors Comparison
Prospects of Near Future Commercialization
It is clear that the challenges faced by each type of biosensor will depend on the targeted application. However, we can say that all integrated optical biosensors share common problems when developing a complete LOC device: the light source, the light incoupling and the read-out process, the delivery and disposal of the sample, the biofunctionalization of the sensor surface, the necessity to ensure an adequate time period of useful life as well as handling limitations (i.e., storing and temperature and humidity valid ranges, etc.). These are the main reasons that have slowed the market boom in optical biosensors. Even though, there are a few companies already commercializing biosensors based on silicon-IO technologies, which are listed in Table 2 . Axela (Toronto, ON, Canada) has developed the dotLab mX System ® with proprietary Diffractive Optics Technology (dot ® ). The biosensor chip is built in a plastic cartridge including the sample delivery system and the biofunctionalization of the gratings with protein, DNA and/or RNA. They developed the software, methods for analysis, chips, sensors and reagents. Basically, they measure the diffraction angle shift in a previously bio-functionalized grating due to a change in the surface biolayer thickness by a specific binding event.
Corning (Corning, New York, NY, USA) commercializes a label free detection equipment based on Resonant Waveguide Grating Biosensor System named Corning ® Epic ® . They use microarrays with up to 384 wells for multiplexed detection. Each microplate is composed of a Nb 2 O 5 (n = 2.36) thin film biofunctionalized grating over a glass (n = 1.5) substrate. The shift in the reflected angle is related to the changes in the refractive index in the surface of the gratings.
Genalyte (San Diego, CA, USA) sells the Maverick ® . This detection system is based in SOI ring resonators technology being able to process an assay in 15 min time. Each chip contains 128 separated ring resonators for multiplexed detection. The only drawback is the bulky size of the apparatus [95] .
OWLS (Budapest, Hungary), the Hungarian division of Microvacuum Inc. (Budapest, Hungary), commercializes the OWLS210 ® which uses DPI to relate the angle shift of red light coupled by gratings into a Si x Ti p1´xq O 2 (where x = 0.25˘0.05) waveguide to the changes of the refractive index on the surface of the gratings. These alterations of the refractive index are related to the binding events of biological analytes [96] .
As future perspectives, the incursion of large companies like GE, Google or Apple into the health and wearable devices market could drive the development of portable bio(chemical) sensing devices [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] . The inclusion of the mayor players of the smartphone operating systems industries is a clear indication of the growing role of health detection and monitoring systems among society's demands. Smartphones nowadays incorporate high processing capabilities, network connectivity, a high range of physical sensors (gyroscopes, CCDs, touch screen, capacitive sensing, sound), several kinds of sources (LEDs, speakers, electrical power, etc.). They possess an intrinsic ubiquity: 94% of the world population are cell phone subscribers, 70% in developing countries; which make them ideal candidates to build immunoassays, microscopy, optical biosensors, lateral flow assays, flow cytometry and colorimetric detection in both urban and rural areas [102] . There is a clear dominance of the optical biosensors due to constant improvements in camera's performance and the numerous LOC solutions which can be adapted to several types of phones [103] .
In other hand, there are prizes such as the Qualcomm Tricorder Xprize ($10 million to build an automatic non-invasive portable device to detect a dozen medical conditions), the EU "Horizon Prize for better use of antibiotics" (€1 million to develop a device to rapidly differentiate between patients with respiratory infections that require antibiotics and patients that can be treated without them) or the UK Longitude Prize (£10 million to develop a cost effective, rapid, precise and user friendly test to differentiate between antibiotic resistant bacterial strains). These are examples of efforts made by large companies and governments to stimulate the research and development in this area attracting interdisciplinary teams of experts across the world. In addition, a number of open source community laboratories have emerged across the globe with the aim of developing more accessible, low-cost and user-friendly biosensors [104] . All of these efforts made by large companies, governments and think tanks indicate growing recognition of the important role that biosensors will play in improving the health of society. The technology is advancing frenetically and it seems that medical diagnostic technologies based on silicon-based optical biosensors have a bright future.
